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Note: For brevity, subentries referring to “psychotherapy” imply psychodynamic psychotherapy unless otherwise mentioned.

AADPRT Milestones Assessment Tool (A-MAP) 379
abandonment 53, 164, 196, 267
abortion 167
abreaction 9
abscess analogy 9
abuse 11, 57, 105, 256, 320
acting in (defense) 223
acting out (defense) 33, 223, 280, 321
active listening 129–131, 135–137
adapting (to stress) (domain of function) 5, 11, 28, 64, 320
assessment of 30–31, 36
defenses see defenses (defense mechanisms) 31
definition of 30
difficulties with 31, 58, 321
improved, goal for ending therapy 353
sample initial formulation, in 52
techniques for improving 319–326
recognizing problem 321–322
supporting strategies 322–324
uncovering strategies 322, 324–325
see also coping mechanisms; defenses; stress
adaptive defenses/behaviors, reinforcing 274, 315, 323
addiction 146–147
see also substance abuse
advising (supplying intervention) 182, 275, 315, 323
affect(s) 160, 205–217
behavior, and 208
changing during a session 208
choice for focusing on 206, 210
conscious 205
decreased, lasting change phase 347
defended, focus on 210
denial of 280
disorders associated with 205
dominant 205, 207, 209, 214, 226, 269, 271–272, 296, 298, 355
ending phase and 352, 357–358, 363
excessive or superficial 209
expressing, open-ended questions and following (choosing principle) 162, 241–241
see also reflecting
impaired regulation of 211
importance of 205–207
isolation of (defense) 34, 44, 274, 321
labeling 207
lessening/containing 212–213
listening for 202, 208–209, 344
in dream story 284
in unconscious conflicts 270, 272, 274
managing 206
missing, confrontation on 214
negative 60–61, 205, 215
repression of 33–34, 35
suggested activity and 216
techniques for working with 207–216
intervening 210–216
basic interventions 210–211
supporting interventions 211–213
uncovering interventions 214–216
clarification 215
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affect(s) (continued)  
   confrontation 215  
   interpretation 215  
   listening see affect(s), listening for  
   reflecting 209–210  
   transference related to 237–238  
   unconscious 205, 210  
   understanding 206, 212, 213  
see also emotion(s); feelings  
affective dominance, principle of 205, 207  
aggression 138, 140  
   towards therapists 122, 140–141  
aging, concerns about 77–78, 79  
attribution 118  
   “a-ha” moment 10, 161  
alcohol 50, 78, 105, 136  
   binge drinking 78, 105, 195  
   altruism (defense) 36, 274  
ambient listening 153, 154–155, 156–157, 158, 190, 202, 284  
ambivalence, about sessions 138  
anger 12, 36, 52, 64, 275, 297–298, 324, 334, 337, 345  
countertransference 254–265  
   management 337  
   persistent 60–61  
   projecting 275  
   towards therapist 83, 133, 216, 237, 250  
anniversary reaction 34, 141, 143, 144, 181  
anorexia nervosa 57  
antidepressants 143, 148  
antisocial personality traits 132  
anxiety 5, 10, 18, 38, 50, 136, 147, 149  
   assessment phase, in 16, 18, 22, 49  
   countertransference and 259, 260, 262  
   decreased in, lasting change phase 347  
   defenses against 31  
   dreams and 271  
   following the affect and 162  
   free association causing 220  
   increasing awareness of (insight) 344  
   indication for psychotherapy 57, 58  
   interpersonal difficulties causing 60  
   listening for 270, 346  
   managing 10, 211  
   primary gain, decreases 266, 268–269  
   separations and 62  
   tolerance/regulation 39, 196  
   unconscious conflicts and 267, 268, 270, 276  
anxiety disorders 21, 58, 330  
indication for psychotherapy 62, 64  
apologizing 246, 316  
assessment (of)  
   current state of functioning 163–164  
   domains of function see domains of function  
   ethical judgment 22  
   learning in psychodynamic psychotherapy 370, 381,  
   Microprocess Moment, template for 382  
   phase of treatment (readiness principle) 163  
   psychological mindedness 23–24  
   reflective capacity 22–23, 25, 26  
   resources and social matrix 24  
   self-perception 301, 302  
   therapeutic relationship 23, 165  
assessment phase 16, 18, 22, 49, 220  
beginning an assessment 20  
   chief complaint and symptoms 18, 21  
   conducting an assessment 20–26  
   definition of 16  
   elements of 20–25  
   framework for 20–21  
   goals of 15 initial formulation and see formulation, initial  
   motivation for treatment and 24  
   problem prioritization in 24  
   safe place in see safe place  
   suggested activity 25–26  
   treatment decisions and 6, 118  
   trial interpretations during 23  
avoiding interventions see supporting interventions, assisting type  
avoiding interventions 212  
avoiding topics 164, 281  
average 4, 5, 10  
   conflicts out of (being stuck) 59–60  
   of feelings 262  
   increase in (insight) 344, 346  
   increasing, and practicing 346–347  
   judgment and 38  
   lack, of countertransference 257–258  
   limited (phase of working through) 345–346
of patient’s current functioning 163–164
of transference 239, 241
of unconscious thoughts see making the unconscious conscious
basic interventions see intervening/intervention
because schematic of interpretation 192–193, 278, 279
beginning a session see sessions
beginning phase of treatment 69–149, 173, 202, 385–387
frame and boundaries see boundaries; frame (of psychotherapy)
goals 69
informed consent 71–76
technical neutrality see technical neutrality
therapeutic alliance see therapeutic alliance
see also countertransference; sessions; transference
behavior 5, 10, 22, 38, 49, 61, 90, 208
acting in 223
acting out 33, 223, 280, 321, 325
anxious, listening for 270, 347
looking for meaning in 138–141, 209
talking to patients about, transference and 245–246
binge drinking 78, 105, 195
binge eating 5–6, 333
“biological problem” 145
bipolar disorder 75, 127, 330
books on psychotherapy 109
borderline personality disorder 42, 57, 333
boredom 125, 135, 223, 255, 259 264
“borrowing” function from therapists 11
boundaries 90–91, 362
crossing 80, 90–92, 107
benign 90
definition of 80, 90
setting, assessment phase 20
suggested activity about 91–92
violation of 91–92,
see also frame (of psychotherapy)
brain function, changes in 12
breaking things into manageable parts
(supporting intervention, supplying type) 183
breaks, in free association 221
budget 86
bypassing, supportively see supportively bypassing
calls for associations 174, 228, 273
calm, remaining (supportive intervention, supplying type) 180, 184, 206, 211, 215, 248
cancer 105, 164, 178, 261
capacities, reminding patients of 179
cell-phones 87
chairs, positioning 19
changes/changing
difficulties making 94, 345
realization of 349
resistance to 224, 350
“check-ups” 358
chief complaint, assessing 17, 18, 20–21
childhood
defenses in 31, 320
dyadic and triadic relationships in 238
splitting in (defenses) 31
talking about, “PEPPER” 385, 386
transference related to past relationships 237–238
unconscious forces in 4
wishes persisting from 270
child-like talking 158
child-like wants/fears 269
choosing principles see reflecting
choosing psychodynamic psychotherapy 57–58
clarification (uncovering intervention) 190, 191–192, 198
definition of 191
used for working with
affect management 205
defense analysis 279
dreams 292–294
impaired judgment, impulse control 335–336
impaired reality testing 333
improving cognitive functions 327
improving relationships with others 311
resistance 229–230, 231, 232
self-perception distortions 308
transference 249, 251–252
unconscious conflicts 276
unconscious fantasies 277
working through 349
clarity, points of, listening in dream story 285
closed-ended questions 21, 172–173
closure 357
clothing, looking for meaning 139
cocaine 57, 136, 195
cognition (domain of function) 11, 28, 37–40
assessment of 37–40
questions for assessing 40
in sample initial formulation 52, 55
see also specific aspects (as per page 37)
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) 47
cognitive functions 327–340
blocked 327, 329, 332–333
capacity for 327–328
conflict vs deficit 327–328
decision making 39
development of, impaired 330
general 37–38, 40
goal of psychotherapy 327, 329
impaired/problems with
global vs selective 329
longstanding vs recent 329–330
psychiatric symptom association 330
recognizing 329–330
unconscious factors causing 327–328
improving 327–340
impulse control 38
judgment 38
managing emotions 39
organizing 39
problem solving 39
psychological mindedness 38
reflective capacity see reflective capacity
sensory stimulus regulation 39
techniques to improve 330–339
supporting strategies 328, 330,
uncovering strategies 330
types 37
collaborating (supporting intervention,
assisting type) 185–188
used for working with
improving adapting to stress 323, 324
improving relationships with others 311
improving self-perception 301
working through 349
collaborative goal-setting 73–76
collaborative treatment 148
combined therapy 147–148
suggested activity about 149
vs split treatment 147–149
common factors 8–9, 69, 70, 376
collaborative goal-setting 9, 73
explaining rationale for treatment 9, 73
positive expectations about treatment 8, 97–98
role preparation 9, 83, 84
talking about feelings 207, 386
therapeutic alliance 8, 94, 95
competitiveness 35
complementary countertransference 256–257, 259
complexes 267–269
definition of 266, 267
see also unconscious fantasies
concordant countertransference 256, 257,
261, 263
condensation, dreams 287
confidentiality
assurance of 19
concerns, trust problems 99
emails and 87
frame setting and 89
conflict(s) 263
vs deficit 327
interpersonal 136–137
indication for psychotherapy
(example) 65
initial formulation (example) 52, 53
listening for 202
unconscious, indication for
psychotherapy 59–60
see also unconscious conflicts
confrontation (uncovering intervention) 190,
191, 198
definition of 191
used for working with 213, 337
affect management 213, 337
countertransference 262, 265
defense analysis 279
dreams 292–294
impaired judgment, impulse
control 336–337
improving adapting to stress 319–325,
324
improving cognitive functions 327, 332,
338, 339
improving relationships with
others 317, 318, 325
limited awareness of problem 345
reflective capacity 331–332
resistance of 229, 230, 231, 232, 264, 292,
293, 355
self-perception, distortions 310
transference 215, 248, 250, 251–252, 262
unconscious conflicts 276, 278–279
unconscious fantasies 277
working through 349
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conscience see ethical judgment
conscious control 10
conscious mind, secondary process 10
conscious thoughts/feelings
affected by the unconscious 4, 9
leading to unconscious thoughts 219
see also making the unconscious conscious
consequences, jointly thinking through (assisting intervention) 187, 196, 316, 324, 335
consolidation of gains 360
contact information (for therapist) 86–87
contacting therapist, initial 97
continuous learning see learning
conversion 321

coping mechanisms 31, 319–320
conscious/unconscious aspects of 319–320
maladaptive 320–321, 330
recognizing 321–322
supportive interventions and 322, 323–324
unconscious see defenses
see also adapting (to stress) (domain of function); defenses
core fantasy 277–278
costs of treatment 73, 76, 86
see also fee(s)
countertransference 126–128, 162, 254–265, 296–298
acknowledging 255
affection defended against 210
anger 255, 256, 259, 260
anxiety 259, 260, 262
attend to (choosing principle) 162, 260, 263
see also reflecting
complementary 256–257, 259, 265
concordant 256, 257, 259, 262, 264
definition of 254–255
disclosure of 260–261, 262
enactment 254, 257–258, 265
see also enactment
ending therapy, about 354, 356, 362
importance of 254, 255–256, 260
informing therapy choice 263
lack of awareness of 257–258
lasting change phase, in 347
loss/mourning issues 354
parallel process 254, 257, 263
positive aspects of 255–256, 258
resistance to 260
sudden reaction 259
suggested activities about 127–128, 264–265
supervision and see supervision
techniques for working with 258–263
intervening 260–263
supporting techniques 260–261, 263
uncovering techniques 261, 262–263
confrontation 262
listening 202, 241, 258–259, 346
reflecting 259–260, 347
telling patients about feelings 260–261
transference and 241
types of 255, 256–257
understanding 255
countertransference and 255, 322

crises
changing frame for 89–90
frequency of sessions during 115–116

curriculum see teaching psychodynamic psychotherapy
dangerous patients 104–105, 321
day residue 283, 284
death, anniversary of 34, 143, 144, 145, 181
decision making 10, 22, 39, 185
about ending therapy 353–357
difficulties with 28, 118
questions to assess 40
strategies to improve 338–339
defense analysis 276, 279–280
defenses (defense mechanisms) 27, 31–37, 273, 274
childhood 31, 320
definition of 27, 31, 319, 323
“high-cost” 32, 276
identification, unconscious conflicts and 274–275
increase in, implication for intervening 170
interpreting 307–308
learning from patients and 372
less adaptive 31–33, 37, 323
maladaptive 31, 32, 33, 320–321
recognizing/symptoms 321–322
suggesting alternatives 228, 274, 276, 315
supporting interventions 322, 323–324
uncovering interventions 322, 324–325
manifested in therapy as (resistance) 221–222
more adaptive 33–36, 37, 274, 323
defenses (defense mechanisms) (continued)
most adaptive 36, 37, 274
patients' feelings about therapists and 121–122
psychiatric disorders and 333
relationships impeded by 320
repression-based 31, 33–36, 58
rigid 321
self-destructive 321
self-perception and 307–308, 321
splitting-based see splitting-based defenses
suggested activity about 43–44
table of 37
techniques for working with 280
intervening
supporting interventions 180, 274–275, 280, 281, 315, 322, 323–324
supporting vs uncovering techniques 280
uncovering interventions 276, 280, 281, 322, 325–326
interpretation 276, 279–280
listening 271
reflecting 272–273
unconscious 31, 276
unconscious conflicts and 266, 268, 270, 272, 274
see also coping mechanisms
defensiveness 232, 273
definitions
psychodynamic psychotherapy xx, 3–4, 7, 385, 386
psychodynamics 3–4
psychotherapy 3
déjà vu 38
dementia 166
denial (defense) 32, 35, 280, 325, 333
denial of illness 105
dependency, feelings of 268–269, 280
depersonalization 38
depression 19, 29, 31, 38, 136, 142, 144, 148, 294, 302
acute 58
collaborative goal-setting in 73–76, 78
increasing awareness of 346
indication for psychotherapy 57
recurrent 143, 145
derealization 38
describing (in psychodynamic formulation) 47, 48–50, 64
person 49, 50, 52, 55, 58, 63, 164
problem 49–50, 52, 55, 58
despair 215
details/nuances, understanding 129–130
devaluation, pathological (defense) 32, 122, 274, 321
developmental history 21, 28, 59
genetic interpretation and 193
indications for psychotherapy and 58–59
indicator of unconscious factors 60, 279
reconstruction of 194
relationship with others and 312–313
review of (for psychodynamic formulation) 50–51
developmental model 58–59
developmental phases 51
diagnoses 20–21
DSM 21, 57, 58
digital communication, between patient and therapist 87
directions (basic intervention) 171–172, 190
discouraging (supporting intervention, supplying type) 180, 323
displaced transference 238–239, 240, 242–243, 248, 250, 251
displacement (defense) 34, 274, 284
in dreams 287, 288, 289
dissociation (defense) 32, 320
divine explanation of dreams 285
DNA, methylation 12
domains of function 10–11, 22, 27–46, 50
acute difficulties in 61–62
assessment of 20, 22, 27–46
guide to therapeutic strategy 63
importance of 41–42
“building”, through therapy 185–189
describing 48–49, 50, 52, 55, 58, 63, 164
description of/list 11, 27, 28
development/origin of 27–28
ever-changing patterns of 42–43
indications for psychotherapy and 58
mosaic function of 42
persistent difficulties in 61, 62
sample initial formulation of 52, 55
strengths and difficulties in 42
suggested activities about 43–45
weak 42, 61–62
dreams and 291
supporting interventions for 10–11, 177, 178–185
see also adapting; cognition; relationships; self; work and play
dominant affect see affect(s)
dominant affect see affect(s)
dream(s) 10, 162, 171, 202, 283–294, 366
  anxiety 271
associations to 284–286
common themes of 288–289
countertransference and supervision 371–372
day residue 283
definition of 283
divinely produced 285
  dominant theme 285, 286
dream story 284
dream work 283
ending phase 355, 359
Freud, Sigmund and 283
importance/role 283, 289
Interpretation of Dreams 283
latent dream 283
manifest dream 284
meaning of 283, 285, 289, 290
mood and affect in 285
primary process in 287–288
  condensation 287
  displacement 287
  symbolization 288
self-perception in 288–289
suggested activity about 294
talking about, “PEPPER” 385
techniques for working with 284–294
  intervening 289–294
    basic interventions 289–290
    psychoeducation 289–290
    supporting interventions 283, 290–291
  uncovering interventions 283, 291–294, 309
    clarification 292–294
    confrontation 230, 292–294
    interpretation 283, 284, 285, 289–290, 292–294
listening 271, 284–287, 357
  reflecting 287–289
dream associations 283, 284, 290, 292
  listening to 285–286, 289
dream interpretation 283
dream story 283, 284, 289, 291
  listening to 284–285
  reflecting 287, 288
dream work 283, 284
DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders)
diagnoses 21, 57, 58
  phenomenological approach 143–144
duration of sessions 84–85, 90, 115
duration of treatment 72, 76, 116, 386
  of ending phase 353–354, 357
dyadic transference 238, 251–252
dysthymia 50, 57
eating disorders 256
eating/drinking in session 139
editing thoughts 219, 220
educational resource 12, 385–387
educators, guide for 375–382
go 27, 104
ego functions 27–28
  see also domains of function
go-ideal 29
e-mails 87
emergency procedures 87, 88
  contacting therapists, for 86–87
  extending assessment session 118
emotion(s)
  absence of 207–208
  disconnectedness from 215
  empathizing with 209
  expression, decrease in 209
  managing 39, 41
    difficulties in 62
    questions to assess 40
    therapeutic strategies for 330
  naming 179, 184, 212
  overwhelming 62, 212
  response of therapists to patients’ 125–126, 127–128, 135–136
  see also affect(s); feelings
  “emotional coldness” 107
emotional conflict 31
emotional deprivation 12
emotional development, reactivating 11–12, 305, 318
emotional state, negative, persistent 60–61
empathic failure, identification of 307
empathic listening 129–137, 144, 174–175
  active listening, learning 129–131, 135–136
  assessment phase, in 18, 20, 22
  challenges/barriers to 131–135
  choice of treatment approach and 145
  definition of 129
  for improving relationships with others 311
  reflecting statements and 130,
suggested activity about 135–137
empathic remarks (basic intervention) 173–174, 273
empathy/empathizing 6, 181
ability to empathize 30, 256
enactment 254, 257–258, 262, 265
benign 257
understanding 257–258
encouragement, to continue therapy 353
encouraging (supporting intervention, supplying type) 177, 184, 211, 213
improving self-esteem 370
working through 343
ending phase, of therapy 352–363
affects in 353, 354, bilateral/unilateral endings 357
coming to terms with 358–359
context 354
decision making about 353–357
difficulties and emotions about 352
dreams about 354, 359
duration of 357
goals of 353, 360
mourning during 357, 358–359, 362
planning for 357
regression during 346, 357–358, 362
replacement relationships during 359
resistance during 353–354, 355
review of treatment during 360
staying vs leaving treatment 356–357
suggested activities about 376
supervision 362
tapering visits during 361
techniques for 355–357, 357–362
choreographing last sessions 361–362
intervening 355, 359–362
supporting 361
listening 355, 357–359, 362
reflecting 355, 359, 362
treatment phase/duration and 353–354
end of session (closing) 111, 114, 117–118
listening for transference 239
saying goodbye 113
environment of safety, creating 18–20
envy 5, 6, 31, 103, 215, 279, 293
epigenetics, changes 12
eroticized transference 237
erotic transference 147, 237, 381
ethical judgment (conscience) 22, 38, 39, 337
assessment of 22, 40
“evenly hovering attention” 222
evidence-based treatment 57
excessive emotionality (defense) 35, 321
excitement 347, 354
executive functions 37, 327
expectations
positive, demonstrating 8, 97–98
relationships with others, of 30, 58, 312–313
experience(s)
linking with feelings 206
naming 179, 196, 212
putting into words 179, 212
explicitly joining (supporting intervention, supplying type) 181, 213, 275, 323, 334, 338
exploratory psychotherapy 6
expressive psychotherapy 6
externalization (defense) 35, 345–346
external stress 30–31, 319
facial expressions 96, 155
“false front” 304
fantasies 29, 30, 32, 202
reality testing and 38
talking about, “PEPPER” 385
unconscious see unconscious fantasies
FAQs (frequently asked questions) 12, 386–387
fears
child-like 269
increasing awareness of 346
reason for resistance 225
unconscious fantasies and 267, 268, 269, 272
fees
costs of treatment 73, 76, 86
frame setting 80–81
missed sessions, for 309
non-payment 106, 140
payment 86, 91, 328
sliding scales 86
feedback 75
feelings
absence of 207–208
defenses impeding ability to
experience 321
enacting, acting out (defense) 33, 223, 280, 321
experiences, difficulties linking to 206
experiencing, difficulties in 206
expressing, helping to 207
INDEX
goals (continued)
  changing during treatment 76, 101
  collaborative setting of 8, 73–76
  domains of function improved by 64
  ending phase and 353
  general and specific 75
  setting, formulating as key to 53
  short/long-term 63–64, 74, 78, 79, 116
  suggested activity about 77–79
  see also specific goals (as per page 299)
goal setting, joint (supporting intervention,
  assisting type) 186, 213
  grandiose self-perception 303, 333
  gratification 224, 274
  “average expectable” of therapist 107
  capacity to delay 39
  medication as 146
  grief 53, 61, 168
  “ground rules” see frame (of psychotherapy)
growth, reactivating development and
  11–12, 305, 318
  guiding (supporting intervention, supplying
type) 182
guilt 5, 39, 212, 214, 263,
  overly harsh conscience 38
  reason for resistance 224–225
  reducing, soothing 180, 181, 212, 307

habitual ways of thinking/behaving 7, 224,
  343
harm to others, reasons for non-neutral
  stance 103
hidden stories, listening for 269
histones 12
history
  developmental/personal 21, 51
  difficulty in remembering 51
  past, of symptoms 21
  present illness, of 21
  holding attitude 176
  holding environment 18, 108, 212
  holding function, of psychotherapy 248
  hopelessness 217
  humiliation 237
  humor 36, 164
  hypochondria 174
  hypotheses 47, 193
  see also formulation, initial
  id 27, 104
  idealization, of therapist 237
  idealization, pathological (defense) 32, 37
  ideals, for ourselves 29
  identification (defense) 32, 35, 44
  identity, sense of 29, 32
  impulse control 10, 38–39, 41
  poor 39, 335–337
  indication for psychotherapy 62
  protecting (supporting intervention,
  supplying type) 182
  questions to assess 40
  therapeutic strategies to improve 335–337
  incongruous behavior/talk 140
  confrontation of 278–280, 308, 317,
  322–323
  see also confrontation
  listening for 155–156, 208, 270–271
  inconsistent attitudes/feelings 38
  independence, feelings, increased 353
  indications for
  long-term treatment 116
  phenomenological approach 142–144,
  psychodynamic psychotherapy 21, 57–65
  suggested activity about 65
  supporting technique see supporting
  uncovering technique see uncovering
  interventions/techniques
information for patients 173, 196
information from patient 172
informed consent for psychotherapy 12,
  71–73, 76–77
  comprehensive 72
  example 72–73, 76–77
  minimum 71
  psychoeducation for, the “PEPPER”
  385–386
  suggested activity about 76–77
  initial formulation see formulation, initial
  inpatients, beginning phase of session 116
  inquiry, joint (supporting intervention,
  supplying type) 186, 306, 324,
  338
  insight 343, 344, 346, 348
  insight-oriented psychotherapy 344
  insomnia 5, 6, 54, 143, 149, 227, 264, 268
  inspiring (supporting intervention, supplying
  type) 178
  instructing (supporting intervention, assisting
  type) 185
  intellectualization (defense) 34, 321
intelligence 37
interest, demonstrating 19, 95, 123, 172, 181, 333
internal stress 30
interpersonal conflict 52, 53, 58, 60
see also relationships with others
interpersonal difficulties 311–312
interpretation(s) (uncovering intervention) 21, 171, 174, 190, 192–193, 198
“because schematic” 192–193, 198, 278, 279
definition of 190, 192
dreams, of see dreams
genetic 193, 216, 231, 308, 317
trial 23
uncovering intervention 190, 192–193, 198
used for working with
adapting to stress, improving 325–326
affect 215, 217
cognitive function, improving 330
defense analysis 279
dreams see dream(s)
judgment and impulse control 335–337
reality testing 334
reflective capacity improvement 331–335
relationships with others, improving 316–318
resistance 230–231, 232
self-esteem management 305
self-perception, distortions 310
transference 242, 243, 245, 249–252, 317–318, 355
unconscious conflicts 276–280
unconscious fantasies 276–277
working through 350
interpretative psychotherapy 6
interpreting up (supporting intervention, supplying type) 179, 212, 247, 291, 337, 338
intervening/intervention 151–152, 169–198
basic interventions 169, 171–175, 190, 227
calls for associations 174, 228
directions and psychoeducation 171–172,
empathic remarks 173–174
information for patients 174, 196
questions 172, 190, 196
reflective statements 174
silence 175
table of 175
determining success of 170
ending phase of therapy, in 368
non-verbal 170
repeating, working through 348
suggested activities about 195–198
supporting interventions see supporting types 169
uncovering interventions see uncovering interventions/techniques
working through 343–351
intra-psychic conflicts 266, 267
see also unconscious conflicts
introductions, beginning of session 155
isolation of affect (defense) 34, 44, 265, 274, 321
jealousy 35
joint goal setting (supporting intervention, assisting type) 186, 213
joint inquiry (supporting intervention, assisting type) 186, 306, 324, 338
jointly exploring alternative ways of thinking/acting (supporting intervention, assisting type) 186, 189, 316
jointly organizing/structuring (supporting intervention, assisting type) 188
jointly problem solving (supporting intervention, assisting type) 187, 196
jointly thinking through consequences (supporting intervention, assisting type) 187, 316, 335
jointly working on projects (supporting intervention, assisting type) 188
joint problem solving (supporting intervention, assisting type) 335,
joint reality testing (supporting intervention, assisting type) 187, 189, 198, 306
dreams and 291, 292
self-esteem management 305
transference, in 247
Joseph’s interpretation of Pharaoh’s dream 285
judgment 38–39, 335
impaired 335–337
questions to assess 40
therapeutic strategies to improve 335–337
Kandel, Eric xix
language 37
lasting change see under working through
lateness for session 82–83, 133, 139, 141, 196, 256
resistance manifesting as 221–222, 226, 231, 271
transference and 236, 243, 246
latent dream 283
learning
continuing, for therapists 370–373
from patients 372
from supervisors 370–372, 377
from yourself 373
curriculum materials see teaching
psychodynamic psychotherapy
“flipped classroom” model 376
objectives
advanced learners 381
beginner learners 378
intermediate learners 379–380
for patients see psychoeducation
proactive 371
see also teaching psychodynamic
psychotherapy
leave-taking 362, 363
life choices, confusion over 48–49
limbic system 28
limit-setting (supporting intervention, supplying type) 182
linking (initial formulation construction) 51–52, 53, 56, 164
listening 129, 151–152, 202
active 129–131, 135–136
ambient/filtered/focused 153, 154–155, 156–157, 157–158, 202, 284
content to listen for 157, 202, 205, 239–240
demonstrating 95
different ways of 157
empathic see empathic listening
ending phase, in 355, 357–359, 362
how we listen 153–154
learning to listen 153–158
reflecting after 160, 166, 167
supporting activity about 157–158
types/modes of 154–155
what we listen for 155–157, 222
listening for
affect see affect(s), listening for
anxiety 270, 346, 347
associations 345
connections 156–157, 286–287
countertransference 202, 241, 258–259, 346, 347
defenses 271
dominant affect 205, 206, 207–209, 271
dreams 271, 284–287, 289, 355
externalization 345–346
free association 222–223
hidden stories 269
important elements 201, 202, 205
incongruous behavior/talk 278
limited awareness 345–346
limited capacity to associate 345
meaning 139–140, 209
negation and double negatives 156
nodal points 156–157, 286–287
“off-the-cuff” remarks 239–240
passive voice 156
patterns and repetitive elements 155–156, 346
quality of speech (pace, volume, pitch, timbre) 155
resistance 222, 223, 271, 345
silence 155, 271
slips of tongue (parapraxes) 156, 191, 271
transference 202, 239–241, 251
unconscious conflict 266, 269–271
unconscious fantasies 266, 269–270
words, pace volume, pitch and timbre 155
working through 344–347
location, for sessions 85, 109
loneliness 312, 320
loss 224, 354, 358–359, 363
“Macroprocess summary” 365–369,
major depressive disorder (MDD) 57,
making the unconscious conscious 8–9, 12, 13, 220, 283, 386
reasons for therapeutic effect 9–10
see also uncovering interventions/techniques
maladaptive thoughts/behavior 4, 9, 60, 274
see also coping mechanisms
manifest dream 283–284
masochistic relationship 106
meaning
of behavior 138–139, 140, 209
listening for 139–140, 208
suggested activity about 141–142
talking about with patients 140–141
mechanisms of psychodynamic
psychotherapy 8–13
INDEX  413

medical illness  61–62
medication  24, 143–149, 387
addiction  147
checks, ending phase  358
combined/split treatment  148–149, 70
depression  74, 100–101, 149
indications for  144
information about (basic intervention)  173
meanings of  146–147
prescribing by therapist  146–147, 148–149
side effects  145, 148
memories  9
consolidation of, dreams and  284
exploring, transference as gateway  234–235
loss of, dissociation (defense) and  32
mental development, reactivating  11–12, 305, 318
mental energy, defenses using  320
mental health  41
mentalization  30, 188, 236
countertransference and  261, 263, 265
difficulties with  261
encouraging (supporting intervention, assisting type)  188, 196–197, 243, 247–248, 265
improving relationships with others  315–316
transference and  243, 244, 246, 247–248, 252
methylation of histones  12
Microprocess Moment  296–298, 380
assessment, template  384
middle phase  163, 341, 360, 363
mind, Freud’s model  27–28
mind control, medication viewed as  146
mind in motion, psychodynamics  3–4
mind reading  277, 278
misconceptions of psychodynamic psychotherapy  242
missed appointments  89, 138, 139, 141, 296–298, 309, 367
transference and  245
modeling (supporting intervention, assisting type)  185, 315–316
mood, listening for in dream story  285
mood disorders  21, 62, 64, 330
bipolar disorder  75, 127, 330
mood swings  211
mosaics (people as)  27, 42
motivating (supporting intervention, supplying type)  178
motivation for treatment  24
motivation for understanding, lack  62
mourning issues, ending phase  357, 358–359, 362, 363
naming, emotions/experiences (supporting intervention, supplying type)  179, 196, 212
narratives  12
constructing  194
dreams as  286
personal  21, 194
negation and double negatives  156
negative affect see affect(s)
negative emotional states, persistent  60–61
negative feelings about therapy  99
negative transference  236, 237, 246, 252, 258
neglect  11, 12
neural science  xix–xx
neurobiology  34, 28
neuroimaging  12
neuroplasticity  12
neutrality see technical neutrality
nodal points  156
listening for  156–157, 286–287
non-judgmental stance  18–19, 123, 136, 142
non-payment, fees  86, 106
non-verbal communication  155
non-verbal intervention  170
nurturing (supporting intervention, supplying type)  181, 212, 291
object constancy  31
object permanence  31
obsessive-compulsive disorder  221
Oedipus complex  267
one-way relationship  106
open-ended goals  74–76
open-ended questions  18, 20–21, 172–173
used for working with
dreams  290–291
transference  245
unconscious fantasies/conflicts  276, 280
opening a session see sessions
opening up  192
openness  19
opinions, offering  182
optimism  178, 212, 213, 294, 306, 334
organizing (cognitive function) 39
capacity for, vs deficit 327–328, 339
questions to assess 40
strategies to improve 337
organizing (supporting intervention, supplying type) 183
organizing, jointly (supporting intervention, assisting type) 185, 188
organizing sources 159, 160, 164–165, 166, 289
outcome, predictors 94
see also common factors
outcome studies xi

panic disorder 24, 57, 60
panic/panic attacks 64, 122, 146, 149, 195, 205, 217, 272, 330, 386
parallel process 254, 257, 262
paranoia 65, 99
parapraxes (slips of the tongue) 156
listening for 156, 266, 271
parent/child relationships 23–24, 25–26, 59, 60–61, 270
feelings about as related to, transference 235
parental loss, early 12, 167–168
passive voice, listening for 156
pathological idealization/devaluation (defense) 32
patience 347
patients
anger with 85, 86
asking personal questions 84, 361
clothing choice 139
current functioning, assessment of 163–164
disappointment with therapist 357
dissatisfied 104
experience resonating with therapist’s 130–131
explaining psychotherapy to 12, 385–387
feelings about therapists 120–124, 127–128, 234
before meeting 121
challenges for beginning therapists 123–124
encouraging to talk about 121
fear about whether therapist can help 240
good feelings about 82–83
medication, meanings 145–147

stress and 121–122, 325–326
strong 121–122, 127, 133
unconscious meanings and 140–141
verbal/non-verbal expression 122–123
see also transference
first name for therapists 125, 139
imagining therapist’s feelings 261
learning from (for therapists) 372
leaving personal items in office 139
listening to see empathic listening; listening loss, in ending phase 357
non-verbal communication 122–123, 133, 155
physical comfort of 19, 85
protecting 182
relationship with therapist see therapeutic relationship
talking 18, 83, 171, 219, 221, 366, 386, 387
talking/opening, at beginning of session 113
therapist relationship see therapeutic relationship
therapists’ feelings about see therapists transference see transference
patterns and repetitive elements xix, 346
listening for 155–156, 347
new and old, working through 347
payment of fees 86
“peak”, of session 113
perception of reality, testing see reality testing
perception of self see self-perception
person, describing (assessment) 49, 50, 52, 55, 58, 63
personal information, about therapists 85, 261
personal items, looking for meaning 139
personality disorders 42, 57, 333
personal narratives 21, 194
personal therapy, for therapists 104, 107, 373
perspective, supplying (supporting intervention, supplying type) 177, 183–184, 186, 189, 212
phases of psychodynamic psychotherapy 15, 16, 163
phenomenological model/approach 142–143, 144, 149
see also medication
physical comfort, of patients 19, 85
physical contact 83, 91, 105, 170, 361
place, for sessions 85
planning 39
   ending phase 357
   questions to assess planning ability 40
   strategies to improve 337
play, capacity for 41, 42
   see also work and play (domain of function)
positive transference 236–237, 245
practicing 343, 344, 346
praising (supporting intervention, supplying type) 179, 184, 275, 307, 315, 349
pregnancy 210, 264
primary gain 266, 268–269
primary process 10, 190, 284, 287–288
principle of affective dominance 205, 207
prioritizing problems 24
privacy 112, 117
problems, describing 49–50, 52, 55, 58
problem solving 39
   jointly (supporting intervention, assisting type) 187, 196
   questions to assess capacity 40
   strategies to improve 338–339
   techniques 177, 185
professionalism 19, 85, 86
projected feelings 32
projection (defense) 32, 44, 320, 333
projective identification (defense) 32, 44, 320
projects, jointly working on (supporting intervention, assisting type) 188, 196, 338
   “proliferation in the dark” 9–10
prophesy, dreams and 285
protecting (supporting intervention, supplying type) 182
psychiatric conditions 57, 60, 62, 330
psychiatrists, medication prescribing 145
psychic determinism 219
psychoanalytic psychotherapy 6, 373
psychodynamic formulation see formulation, initial
psychodynamics, definition of 3–4
psychoeducation 121, 171–172, 198
   materials 73, 385–387
   used for working with
      affect 210–211
dreams 289–290
   improving adapting to stress 324
resistance 227–228
self-esteem problems 306
transference 241, 244–245, 251
unconscious conflicts 275
psychological mindedness 23–24, 38
   assessment of 40, 63
   persistent functional difficulties due to 62
   see also reflective capacity
psychomotor retardation 50
psychopharmacologist 147, 148
psychotherapists see therapists
psychotherapy, definition of 3
psychotic disorders 62, 333
psychotropic medication 142, 147
publication, writing up cases for 88
questions
   asking “how” or “why” 172
   basic interventions 171–172, 190, 210
   closed-ended 21, 172–173
   empathic listening and 129–130
   open-ended 18, 20–21, 142, 144, 172–173
   see also open-ended questions
personal, asked of therapists 84, 361
used for working with
   affect 210–211
defenses 279
dreams 289–290
resistance 227–228
transference 245
unconscious conflicts 273, 277, 278
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) 57
   rationale for treatment 73
   rationalization (defense) 34, 44, 268, 280, 281
   reaction formation (defense) 35, 44, 268, 325
   reactivating development 11–12, 305, 318
   readiness principles see reflecting reality
   acknowledging, countertransference 262
   sense of 38
   transference vs 235
   reality testing 10, 38, 183, 333
   impaired 183, 333
   joint see joint reality testing (supporting intervention, assisting type)
   questions to assess 40
   self-esteem management 305
   therapeutic strategies to improve 333–335
   working with unconscious conflicts 274–275, 276
reassuring (supporting intervention, supplying type) 180, 181, 212, 291, 317, 337–339
recluses 30
reconstruction 194
redirecting (supporting intervention, supplying type) 179–180
referrals 173
reflecting 151–152, 157, 159–168
choosing principles, three 159, 160, 161–162, 166
used for working with
countertransference 260
dreams 287–289, 291
ending 359
resistance 225–226
transference 241–242
unconscious conflicts 272–273, 276
working through 347–348
definition of 159, 160
ending phase, during 355, 359, 362
graphic about 165
organizing sources, three 159, 160, 164–165, 166
overview of 160
readiness principles, three 159, 160, 163–164, 166, 190
used for working with
cognitive function 336
dreams 287
ending phase of treatment 359
resistance 225–227
transference 241
unconscious conflicts 272–273, 276
working through 347–348
suggested activity about 160, 166–168
surface to depth 161–162, 166–167
therapeutic strategy and 165–166, 167–168
reflecting about
affect 209–210
countertransference 259–260
dreams 287–289
resistance 223–227
transference 241–244
unconscious conflicts 271–273, 276
working through 347–348
reflecting statements 130, 174
reflective capacity 22–23, 25, 26, 37, 38, 331–333
assessment of 22–23, 25, 26, 40
improved, goal for ending therapy 353
therapeutic strategies to improve 331–333
reflective statements see reflecting statements
reframing (supportive intervention, supplying type) 183, 212, 324
regression (defense) 33, 346
during ending phase 346, 357, 363
reinforcing (supportive intervention, supplying type) 180, 212, 315, 323
rejection, feelings of 123–124
“relationship laboratory” 7
relationships with others (domain of function) 5, 11, 28, 30, 311–318
assessment of 30
countertransference and 259
defenses impeding 320–321
dreams as representations of 288
dyadic and triadic 238
ever relationships affecting 312
goal of psychotherapy 311–318, 353
indicators of unconscious factors 60
interpersonal conflict and 52, 53, 58, 60
listening for transference 240
parent/child 23–24, 25–26, 59, 60–61, 270
past, transference related to 234, 236, 237–238
persistent functional difficulties with 62
problems with 30, 50, 311–314
lack of empathy 30, 313–314
maladaptive coping mechanisms 322
social cues and 314
social functioning problems 313–314, 315
temperamental shyness 314
unconscious expectations of /fantasies about 312–313
replacement, after ending therapy 358, 359
in sample initial formulation 52, 55
sustaining, ability to 30
talking about, “PEPPER” 385
techniques for improving 314–318
supporting strategies 315–316
therapeutic relationship 314, 317–318
uncovering strategies 314
interpretations 316–318
types of 30, 311
understanding expectations of 30
relaxation exercises 185
reminiscences 9
repetition, intervening in working through 348
repetitive elements, listening for 155–156
repressed feelings 33, 35
eliciting 260
unconscious conflicts and 268–269
repression-based defense mechanisms 31, 35, 44, 58–59
Research Domain Criteria (RDoC’s) xi
resistance 202, 219–232, 296
change, to 224, 350
confrontation of see confrontation
(uncovering intervention)
definition of 219, 221–222
dominant 296–298
dreams and 289–290, 292
ending phase, in 353–354, 355
forms of 223
free association and 221, 222, 223
identification as 226–227
importance of and understanding 222
protective nature of 219, 221–222, 231
readiness to consider (by patients) 225–226, 241
reasons for 224–225, 239
shifting topics and 229
suggested activity about 231–232
table of reasons for 225
techniques for working with 222–231
intervening 227–231
basic interventions 227–228
supporting interventions 228
uncovering interventions 229–231, 232
clarification 229–230, 231, 232
interpretation 230–231, 232, 355
listening 222, 223, 271, 346, 354
reflecting 223–227, 355
transference, to 239
using to understand patient 223
resources 24, 64
responsibility
accepting, for behavior 316
therapist’s, aspect of role 82
review (in initial formulation) 50–51, 164
sample initial formulation 53, 56
roles 82–84
communicating about 83–84
definition of 82
expectations of 83
function and responsibilities 82
patients’ questions about 84
preparation 9, 83, 84
therapeutic vs social 84, 85
therapists’ 82, 83, 126
sadness 33, 219, 367, 368
safe place 17–26, 80, 99, 247, 260, 334
creating 18–20, 73
setting for 85
saying goodbye 114, 352, 361–362
schedule of sessions 84–85, 114
changing 89–90
contact information and 87
schizophrenia 116, 136, 291, 333
secondary gain 266, 269
secondary process 10, 190, 276
self (domain of function) 11, 28–29, 301–310
assessment of 28–29
in sample initial formulation 52, 55
sense of see sense of self
see also self-perception
self-appraisal 29, 302–303
problems with 301
see also self-perception
self-awareness 183, 332, 346, 373
self-disclosure (by therapists) 90
self-esteem
blows to 29, 301, 302, 303, 305, 336
fluctuations in 29
low 29, 42, 72–73, 123, 301–303, 305
maintaining/buoying 29, 36, 76, 122, 177, 301
maladaptive ways of 303–304
self-esteem regulation 10, 29, 301–310
problems with 302–303, 303–304, 305–307
screening, questions 304
as psychotherapy goal 301, 303
questions for assessing 29
reactivating development of 11
techniques for improving 304–310
supporting strategies 305–307
uncovering strategies 307–310
self-harm/self-mutilation 88
as prompt for non-neutral stance by therapist 105
self-perception 4, 5, 28, 29, 301–310
assessing 29, 304
defenses and 307–308, 320
definition of 301
development of 302
self-perception (continued)
distorted/poor 58, 302, 303–308
dreams and 289, 309
grandiose 303, 333
ideals for ourselves and 29
identity and 29
improving as psychotherapy goal 301, 303
overly harsh 302, 305, 309
realistic assessment of 301, 302
self-appraisal and 29
techniques for improving 304–310
supporting strategies 305–307
uncovering strategies 307–310
unconscious 305
unrealistic 305
self-punishing thoughts 38
self-reflection 22–23, 25, 26, 55
by patients 133–134
by therapists 124–126, 131, 373
self-soothing 87, 211
self-understanding, improving 331–333
in the ending phase 360
seminars see teaching psychodynamic
psychotherapy
sense of identity 29, 32
sense of reality 38
sense of right and wrong 38–39
sense of self 302, 305
distorted 304
improved, goal of ending therapy 353
see also self-perception
sensory regulation, difficulty with 323
sensory stimulus regulation 37, 39
sessions 296–298
beginning a session (opening) 111, 112–113
introductions/greeting 112, 116–117
listening for transference 240
therapist’s opening 112–113, 117
behavior in, affect indicated by 208
canceled, feelings about 123–124, 141
changing frame and extra sessions 90
conducting 111–118
control of flow in 113
duration of 84–85, 90
eating/drinking in 139
ending early 261
end of session (closing) 114
first see assessment phase; first session
frequency of 115–116, 385, 387
gradual opening of 112
last, choreographing 361–362
lateness see lateness for session
length and duration of 84–85, 90, 115
listening modes in 154–155
middle (deepening) 111, 113–114
missed see missed appointments
patient/therapist feelings about see patients;
therapists
“peak” of 113
schedule see schedule of sessions
setting/place/location of 85, 108
strong early reactions to 121–122, 128
structure of 83
suggested activities about 116–118
talking in 89, 113
tapering, ending treatment 361
times of, frame-setting 84–85
transition to/from 112, 114
setting limits (supporting intervention,
supplying type) 182
settings, the (for sessions) 85, 108
sexual behavior, high-risk 62, 105, 255, 321
sexual feelings, transference 237
sexuality, inhibited 35
sexualization (defense) 35
shame 237
increasing awareness of 346
reason for resistance 225, 346
unconscious fantasies and 270, 276
shyness, temperamental 314
silence
basic intervention 175
breaks in free association 221, 222, 223
listening for 155, 271
therapist’s 96, 107, 108, 112
slips of the tongue (parapraxes), listening
for 156, 191, 271
slowing down (supporting intervention,
supplying type) 182, 334
social anxiety disorder 57
social cues, ability to read 314
social functioning problems 313–314, 315
somatization (defense) 34, 44, 281, 321
somatoform pain disorder 57
soothing (supporting intervention, supplying
type) 180–181, 212, 291, 307
speech 37
Spellbound (movie) 343
splitting (defense) 32
splitting-based defenses 31–33, 36, 122, 165
definition of 255, 322
presence vs predominance of 35–36
INDEX

split treatment 148–149
strengths and difficulties 22, 27, 42, 44–45
  in initial formulation 49
stress
  acute functional difficulties due to 61–62
  adapting to 30–31, 320
  coping mechanisms for see coping mechanisms
defenses against see defenses
definition of 319
difficulties adapting to 31, 58, 319
  internal and external 30–31, 41, 319, 337
  interventions during, changes 164
structuring (supporting intervention, supplying type) 182–183
  “stuck” (“I’m stuck”) 59–60, 65, 216
sublimation (defense) 36, 274
subspecialty techniques, teaching 381
substance abuse 21, 50, 57, 78, 146, 256, 330
  prompt for non-neutral stance by therapist 105
suggestions 186, 196, 228, 306, 315, 337
suicidal thoughts, patients’ 24, 136, 247, 264
super-ego 27, 38, 104, 336–337
  see also ethical judgment (conscience); self-appraisal
supervision 131, 165
  case discussion 370
  collaborative model 371
  confidentiality and 88
countertransference and 254, 257, 259, 263, 371–372
  enactments and 257–258
  ending phase and 362
  learning during 370–372
  parallel process and 254, 257, 262
  traineeship and 88–89
supervisors 88
  didactic instructors working with 377
  learning from 370–372
  models used by 371
  sharing work with 370–371
  training, specific learner levels 377
supplying perspective (supporting intervention, supplying type) 183
supporting 6, 10–11, 169, 176–189
  definition and aims of 10, 176, 177
  ending phase and 361
  frequency of sessions when supporting 115–116
need for flexibility in use 42
non-psychologically minded patients, with 23–24
success, determining 170
types 176–178
  assisting see supporting interventions, assisting type
  supplying see supporting interventions, supplying type
uncovering techniques used with 5–6, 202, 213
uses/indications for 5–6, 61–62, 176, 177, 202, 203
  adapting to stress 322, 323–324
  affect 205, 211–213, 216, 337
  anxiety/stress 25, 211
  cognitive function 329, 330, 331, 338–339
  countertransference 260–263
defenses 27, 274–275, 280, 281
domains of function 42, 61, 62, 63, 65
dreams 283, 291–292
judgment and impulse control 335–337
lessening/containing affect 212
managing emotions 337
reality testing 333
reflective capacity 331–333
relationships with others 314, 315–316
resistance 219, 228
self-esteem regulation 305–307
self-perception 305–307
transference 234, 242, 243, 245–248
unconscious conflict 266, 274–276
working through 349
supporting function, of psychotherapy 10–11, 21, 176–177
  see also domains of function
supporting interventions, assisting type 176, 177–178, 185–189, 195–196
  collaborating see collaborating (supporting intervention, assisting type)
definition of 176, 177
instructing 185
modeling 185, 315–316
supplying and assisting comparison 189
table of 189
used for working with
  affect management 213
  impaired reality testing 333–334
  improving adapting to stress 323–324
supporting interventions (continued)
improving relationships with others 315–316
self-esteem management 305–306
working through 349
supporting interventions, supplying type 176, 177–178, 178–185, 314, 315–316
assisting intervention, comparison with 189
clusters summary 184–185
see also individual interventions (see page 184–185)
definition of 177, 178
used for working with
affect 212
dreams 291–292
impaired reality testing 332–333
improving adapting to stress 323–324
improving relationships with others 315
self-esteem management 305–306
unconscious conflicts 274–276
working through 349
supportively bypassing 180, 196, 208, 212, 336
dreams 291
ending phase and 361
supportive stance of therapists 108
suppression (defense) 36
surface to depth (choosing principle) 161–162, 166–167
used for working with
affect 161, 209–210
dreams and 285, 287
transference 241–243
unconscious conflicts 272–273
see also reflecting
symbolization, dreams 288
symptoms 18, 20, 21
improved, goal of ending therapy 353

taking sides 104–106, 134
talking
about transference 235
breaks in 221, 222, 223
difficulty with 18, 366
freely without editing see free association
patients views on 171, 387
stopping, in uncovering intervention 191, 192

therapists, in sessions 83, 89, 106–107, 387
talking therapy 3, 7, 83, 385
teaching psychodynamic
psychotherapy 375–382
course and lab 377
curriculum materials 377–382
advanced learners 378, 381–382
beginning learners 378–379
intermediate learners 378, 379–380
evaluation of students
advanced learners 378, 381, 382
beginner learners 378–379
intermediate learners 378, 379–380
“flipped classroom” model 376
operationalizing and evaluating methods 377
seminars
advanced learners 381
beginner learners 378–379
intermediate learners 379
technique and formulation 375, 376
Y model 375–376, 377
see also learning; trainees
technical neutrality 103–110, 360, 379
definition of 103, 104
deviating from 103–106, 134
difficulties for therapists 103–104
ending phase and 360
facial expressions and 107–108
suggested activity about 108–109
optional activities about 108–109
theories of therapeutic action 8–11, 13
reactivating development 11–12, 305, 318
supporting function 10–11, 21, 176–177
see also common factors; making the unconscious conscious
therapeutic alliance 8–9, 18, 94–102
assessment of (readiness principle) 163
assessment phase, importance in 20
definition of 94–95, 163
INDEX

developing, beginning treatment 74, 94, 95–98, 100
fostering 20, 94, 100, 323
good, indicators of 100, 101
outcome, and 94–95
positive transference and 237
ruptures, transference and 246, 248, 252
suggested activity about 100–101
techniques for fostering
demonstrating empathy 95–96, 134, 135
demonstrating interest 95, 98–99
demonstrating positive expectations 97–98
demonstrating understanding 96–97, 100, 101, 133–135
greetings at beginning of session 112
trust and 8, 95, 163, 237
see also patients; therapeutic relationship; therapists
therapeutic competence 124
therapeutic neutrality see technical neutrality
therapeutic relationship 8, 41–42, 81, 120, 387
abstinence and 106
assessment of 23, 163
holding environment 18
importance of 6–7
improving relationships with others by 314, 315
one-way 19, 106
reactivating development and 11–12, 318
reflective capacity and 23
transference related to 41–42, 236, 317–318
see also therapeutic alliance
therapeutic strategy 296–298
development of 165–166, 167–168
domain of function assessment guiding 63
reflecting and 159, 160
therapists
aggression towards 123, 140–141
clinical experience of (three organizing sources) 165
collaboration with psychopharmacologist 147–149
contact information 86–87
criticism by patient 99, 123, 161, 246, 303
dream associations and 283–284, 285
errors 225, 262–263
failure 145, 146
fear 127
feelings about patients 124–126, 127, 128, 162, 254–255
see also countertransference
gratification of needs 106, 107
idealization by patient 237
identifying with another person in patient’s life 133–135
identifying with patient 259
insecurity, countertransference and 257
learning see learning
learning about self, countertransference and 256
medication prescribing 147–149
meanings 146–147
opinions, not expressing 135–137
patient relationship see therapeutic relationship
patients’ disappointment with 359
personal information about 85, 108, 109, 128
personal questions asked of 84, 108, 109, 129, 361
personal therapy 104, 107, 373
reliability 9
roles 82–83, 126
self-disclosure 90
self-reflection 124, 125–126, 134
sexual feelings towards 123, 237, 296–298, 368
supportive stance of 108
talking about transference, “you were there” 235
talking in sessions by 82–83, 89, 107–108, 387
technically neutral see technical neutrality
thinking about feelings for patient 258
“woodenness” 19, 103, 107–108
time, in frame setting 84–85
tolerance of, emotions 39, 196
trainees
patients’ feelings about working with 123
supervision 88–89, 370–372
therapeutic abstinence and 106, 107
videotaping treatment 88
see also teaching psychodynamic psychotherapy
“train of thought”, losing 219, 222
affect and 236–237
“as if” quality of 237–239, 243, 250–252
transference (continued)

awareness of, resistance to 239
categories of 236–239
definition of 234, 254
displaced 238–239, 240, 242–243, 250
dream associations and 284, 286
dream theme 288
dyadic (pre-Oedipal) 238, 251–252
ending phase of therapy, in 357, 362
erotic 128, 237, 296–298, 368
eroticized 237
focusing/not focusing on 241, 242, 245, 246
importance of 234–235
intense/intensity 244, 246
interpretation, self-perception problems 308–310
layered 239
learning about 245
management of 246–248
maternal/paternal/sibling 237–238, 239, 251, 264, 296–298
negative 236, 237, 239, 246, 251, 264
past relationships and 234, 236, 237–238
patient’s readiness to work with 241
positive 236–237, 245, 251
reality vs 235
related to current therapeutic relationship 236, 237
repairing/reducing/containing 246–248
resistance and 223, 239
suggested activities about 127–128
talking about, “PEPPER” 385
techniques for working with 239–244, 368
intervening 244–250
basic interventions 244–245
psychoeducation 241, 244–245, 251
supporting interventions 234, 242, 243, 245–248
uncovering interventions 234, 242, 243, 248–250
clarification 216, 249, 252
confrontation 216, 248, 250, 251, 262
listening 202, 239–241, 251
reflecting 241–244
surface to depth principle 241–242, 243
triadic (Oedipal) 238, 239, 296–298
understanding 236–239, 250–251, 356

transference–countertransference paradigm 257
transference-focused psychotherapy (TFP) 57
“transference storm” 244
treatment
aims of 160, 170
basic techniques/principles of 6, 9
combined vs split 147–149, 173
communicating thoughts about, at end 362
duration of 72, 77, 116, 386
engaging patients in 25
explaining 71, 73, 385–387
formulating throughout 53–54
formulation for see formulation, initial
goals of see goals (psychodynamic psychotherapy)
indicators for 57–62, 116
long-term 116, 354, 386
motivation for 24
open-ended 71, 74, 86
phase of, assessment (readiness principle) 163
phases of 15, 16, 163
positive expectations of, demonstrating 8, 97–98
psychotherapy and medication 24, 50, 148–149, 387
right therapy, determining 17
teaching patients about 76
time-limited 357
treatment plan 47
triadic transference 238, 296–298
trial interpretations 23
trust 8, 95, 163, 237
difficulties with (patients’) 62, 98–99
therapeutic alliance and 94–95, 98
see also therapeutic alliance
turning against the self (defense) 35
uncertainty 144–145
unconscious, the 4, 10, 156, 266
defenses see defenses
dreams as route to 283, 290
nature of 161
psychological mindedness and 23–24
see also unconscious thoughts/feelings
unconscious conflicts 266–282
anxiety and defenses 266, 268, 269, 270, 271, 276, 278, 280
deconstructing 271–272
indication for psychodynamic psychotherapy 57–61
suggested activities about 281–282
techniques for working with 269–280
intervening 273–280
basic interventions 273
supporting interventions 266, 274–276
uncovering interventions 266, 276–280
interpreting 276–280
listening 266, 269–271
reflecting 271–273, 276
unconscious fantasies 238, 242, 266, 267, 275, 281–282, 296–298
complexes 266, 267–269
definition of 267
dominant 269, 271
dreams and 288
ending phase and 357, 358–359
examples of 267, 273
relationships with others and 313, 316
self-esteem problem and 306, 308
techniques for working with
intervening
supporting interventions 176, 184, 202, 211, 274, 307
uncovering interventions 276, 278, 288, 291, 294
interpreting 275–278, 279–280, 292, 316–318
listening 266, 269–271
reflecting 271–273
unconscious meanings 139, 140–141
reflecting on 160
talking about? 140–141, 156
see also meaning
unconscious thoughts/feelings 4–5, 9–10, 386
accessing, methods for 10
deeply buried thoughts/affects 161, 272
dreams and 283, 284, 287, 290, 354, 361, 380, 386
effect on conscious behavior 5, 6, 9
expectations of others 30, 58, 312–313, 316, 318
following/locating affect 162
impaired judgment and impulse control 335–336
indications for psychotherapy 57–58
indicators of problems 59–61
layering, surface to deep 272
making conscious see making the unconscious conscious
reflecting on 160
of therapist for patients 255, 257
uncovering interventions/techniques 5–6, 41–42, 169–170, 190–199
clarification see clarification (uncovering intervention)
confrontation see confrontation (uncovering intervention)
constructing new narratives 194
definition of 5, 190
domain of function requirements for 27, 30
interpretation see interpretation(s)
need for flexibility in use 42
success of, determining 170
supporting techniques used with 6, 202, 213
table of 194
therapist’s opening 112–113
uses/examples of 5–6, 42, 61, 63, 65, 177, 202, 296–298
adapting to stress 322, 325–326
affect, managing 205, 206, 213–216, 337
cognitive function 327, 329, 330
countertransference 261, 263, 294, 296, 297, 298
defense analysis 276, 279–280
dreams 283, 292, 309, 354, 361, 380, 386
judgment and impulse control 335
persistent negative affects 215–216
reflective capacity 23–24, 331–333
relationships with others 314, 316–318
resistance 219, 223, 229–231, 232
self-esteem management 307–310
transference 234, 242, 243, 248–250
unconscious conflicts 266, 276, 278–279
unconscious fantasies 276, 277–278
working through 349–350
understanding
active listening and 129–130, 135–137
countertransference 241, 254–257
demonstrating 95, 123, 181
in assessment phase 18, 22, 220
in impaired reality testing 291, 333
improving relationships with others 315, 316
technique for affect 207, 214
understanding (continued)
therapeutic alliance formation 94–96, 100, 101, 163
enactment 254, 257, 262
feelings/affect 206, 212, 213
reflecting statements and 130
transference 236–239, 250–251
yourself (therapists) 11–12, 373
see also empathy/empathizing
“understanding comments” (examples) 97
undoing (defense) 34
universalizing (supporting intervention, supplying type) 184, 338
unresolved wishes 270
validating (supporting intervention, supplying type) 184–185, 196
affect 212
cognitive function improvement 330–331, 327, 338
countertransference 258–260, 261–262, 263, 265
negative transference 236, 237, 246, 258
unconscious conflicts 267, 270, 271, 274
video recordings 88, 194, 298, 370–371
violations
of boundaries 80, 90–91, 237, 257
of frame 88, 105–106
of therapeutic abstinence 106
violence 24
waiting, being kept 133
waiting room suggestions 112, 117
warmth 19
wishes, unconscious fantasies 267, 268, 269, 288, 313
“woodenness”, therapists 107–108
words 10–11, 19
listening for 155
putting experiences into 179, 212
repeated 154, 157
see also listening
work and play (domain of function) 11, 28, 36, 41, 50
improved, goal for ending therapy 353
questions for assessing 41
in sample initial formulation 52
working alliance see therapeutic alliance
working through 276, 293, 341, 343–344
definition of 341, 343–344
pace of 343, 344
phases of 343, 344, 350–351
increasing awareness and practice 346–347
lasting change 354
limited awareness 345–346
suggested activity about 350–351
techniques for 344–350
intervening 349, 355
supporting interventions 349
uncovering interventions 349–350
listening 344–347
reflecting 347–348
World Trade Center 263
Y model 375–376, 377
Zeus 4